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HfLSK USNGTH SKUCTCEt AMD KülffiU'LB JULSB ScCOOBB 

I. IHTRCDUCTIO» 

Interference fron other rndnr set« hnvlo^ pulse length* different fftm 

those desired in the output of ths APX-13 receiver suggested the posiihillty 

of a circuit which would only pass signals of the desired pulse length.   The 
circuit to he described wns devised for this purpose.   The concepts involved 

have been extended to the utilization of a onximuo amount of information 

present in A pulse passed hy a receiver of given bandwidth.   The extension of 

these concepts to include nultiple pulse decoder uses is also discussed. 

II.    THEORY 

1.    One Stnee hxlne Length Selector, with Reetangulir hilse Inpuc. 

The feature which should be distinguished is that the average voltage input 

suddenly rises from that of noise to a new vüue of the voltage corresponding 

to noi".e plus signal, mtaintains this new vnlue for a definite time, T see, 

which we can prescribe, then drops abruptly to its former value.   Only under 

these conditions is an output signal from the selector desired* 

In the one-stage pulse-length selector, the fact that the pulse bat 
begun or ended is determined by finding the difference, in input voltage, 

T ■ f(U, that occurs in a tlue interval d sec (where d » T).    Mathematically, 

this difference voltage, AV, is» 

AV » fCt) - f(t - d) (1) 

Ilectricalljr this difference is obtained in ths output of a shorter transmiseion 

line having a one-way delay time of 4 sec and hnr ing an input current pro- 

portional to V • f(t).   h positive pulse of width, d sec, occurs at the 
terminals of the line, beginning at the beginning of the input pulse, followed 

by a nngative pulae of thi» <!"■>• length which beirlns at the end of the input pulse. 

This voltage from the differentiating line is used in two wayü    (l) It 

is inverted and applied to one control grid of the coincidence output tube ae 
shown in Pig. lb, and (,'.') it is delayed in time d1 ■ T sec by a delay line, at 

shown ?a irlg. ic. and applied to ths other control rrld of the colnoldtnee tube. 

This tub3 1« operated so that an output, Fig. Id, is obtained only if a positive 
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(tin») 

t.    Input voltRf^ v « f(t) 

I,   Differentiated and Invnrted 
.Ml « f(t - d) - f(t) 

c.    Differentiated fnd delayed 
AV2 . f(t - T) - f{t - (d+T)) 

T    (T+d) (d.VDCd^+T) 

d.    One-ata^e output 1 

e.    Second-ntnfle flrgt control ^rld 
rm 

f. Second-it**e s«cond control ßfid 1 

K. Output of second etof^ m 

fiO. i.    Wnve forae a 
t Tarlou« point, in tl* pulee-leacth .elector. 
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voltage is on both control rrid« «iimiltHneouoly n,»  IndlCAted by the cross hatchfid 

regions in Via.  lb nnd lc> Nnthenntloally the output is given bys 

V4» lf(t) - f(t-d)l f(t - T) - fit - (d ♦ T)] 

When both   -f(t) ♦ f(t - d)> P 
(2) 

f(t ♦ T) - fLt - (d ♦ T)] > 0 

otherwise V. ■ o 

The output pulse length AS A function of input pulse length is shown in i'lg 2B 

with the differentiation tloe, d, AS n parAmater, >'or most purposes the 
T 

differentiation tiwe should he p sec, since this value uses informtlon fro« 

all of the pulse only once. If the differentiation tine ie shorter than this 

some of the pulse information from the center of the pulse is not used, re« 

suiting in the circuit passing other wavtiforms equally well.  In this case this 

center region any have any shrpe whatnoever. If the differentiation tine is 
T * 

longer than ~ the circuit Unas inforaatiaa from the center region twice and, 

most important, again pneees undesired pulses unneceBoarily«, The regions 

included becnuse of this can be neen from Fig. 2at 

T 
Figure 2 shows that If d * ~ sec, as reconmended, the circuit passes 

T   ."5? 
pulses having lengths from ^ to ^ see. The output pulse length increases 

Z C m J 
linearly with input pulno length from zero« for -z see input, to "Z sec outpwt, 

for T nee input pulse length and decreneing again to zero for pulse input of 

f sec. 

The circuit diagram of a single stage selector with points marksd 

corresponding to the waveforms of Vig. 1 is given in Fig. 3.     'or son« 
applications the selection characteristic of this single stage discriminator 

may be Adequate, while for others more accurate selection may be desired. 

B.    More Accurnte lul-e.Lenrth Selection. 

Nor* accurate pulse-length selTtios w*y he accompli shed %y ndding a second 

stage of selection to the single stage described «bove.     The caiponents of this 
f 

second stage should be scaled so that it selects pulses of length * teCr   Qitjut 

from the second stage would be obtnlned for input pulses to the second stage of 

lengths from   ?   to .    sec.   The overall pulse-pass chamcteristlo for the two 

*   If ths differentiation time d » T aec then two of the quantities of Bq, (2) 
can hi seen to he IdrsUeal,    OlyiUrly it can >^ sh3«n by drewiog figxires 
lik» lb and 1c that each control grid usss some of the same information as the 
other if d > I«. 
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«tage» in ^iven In Vif,. 2V. The output of the second sta^e is sero for all 

input pulsen except thone between ^ and r* aeo length At the input of the 

first stage.    The output pulee length has « BPjtimun value of r sec for an,. 

input pulse of T «ec and falls linearly to xero r>% the a^ove limits, 7^ and 
8P 4 

T~ sec* 

j 
Since g sec is the longest signal at the input of the second stage, n 

tlmpllfiontion of the circuit for the «iftcond stare is possihle.  Ho differentiatiot: 

is required« The output of the first stage is inverted« so it is positive and 

applied to one control grid of the second coincidence tuhe. This sane voltage 
T 

is delayed hy - sec. end applied to the second control grid of the second 

coincidence tuhe^ The voltages appearing at the control grid of the second 

coincidence tube» and the renulting coincidence region are shown in Vifc.'.le, f» 

and g. 

If still narrower pass chnmcterlstlcB »re desired, this process wiy be 

repeated as siany time« as required*   The third st^ge would be arranged to select 
T 

pulsss of length - eec and the ovemll pass characteristics would include pulses 
7T 9T T 

fron "o   to a     8<K: witil n mAZlBUD pulne length at the output of ~   sec. 

The ever shorter and shorter output pulses fron the selector, as additional 

selector stages are added,may cause some presentation lose    on the final 

indicator.   A siople nnans uf stretching the output pulne« back to nny desired 

length is riven in Fig. 3.   The charge passed by the output coincidence tube 

1« discharged throivth a pulse forming line of suitable pulse tine and inpedanca 

characteristics, the output then has tte desired output pulse length.   The pulse 

fowing line nuet be of a type thnt stores the energy in one place, not dis- 

tributed.    It should be pointed out thrt this pulse stretcher is not universilly 

Applicable and nny have delAterious effects if used in son« other types of 

equlpoent» 

The output of the one stnge pulse length dincrlninntor «s described in 

Sec* A, results fron the coincidence of the first half of the pulse delayed 

by T sec. with the second half of the pulse delayed by " see. This any be 

considered a two pulno decoder with two nulnrs of length T' > t sec. separated 

a   RL Report Ro. 915 «hows that if the pulse length on the final indirMor it 
Ifisa thnn 1 SB3 tha BIPTWI threfthalA r-swar r«lAtl\'e ta raeelTer noise Is 
greater the shorter the pulse. 
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by zero tine.    If the delny linen are chtuifted in a way thnt maintaln« the 

coincidence conditions, the eepnt«tion of these two ixilees of length T* »ec 

can, in principle,, be any desired value, x.    In pmctice the separation of 

pulses should not he between 0 nnd T* sec because of bntdwidth or transient 

response considerations which will he discussed in the next section. 

Mure precisely the one sta^e pulse length discrioinator output depends 

at every instnnt on the input voltage nt four points of time as stated in the 

eq[uatlon (1)V » (V. - ▼pH^- - V*)     Thesfi points are numbered for one instant 

of time on the sketches of Vig. 4.    The noise voltages were considered 

negligible compared with the signal voltages in the above etaten^nt»    It is 

seen that the voltages actually uned in the coincidence ci^uit nre the 

difference voltA<ree bptweon the pulse voltage pnd noise volt»ye it nome point 

in time nivr the pulse.     In the single stare selector the tine regions 

Immediately preceding «nd imnedlately following the pulne «re used for this 

compnrison «s Indicated by the musbers 1 and 4 in ^ig. Aa,    If the two halves 

of the pulne nre sep^rnted Into r\ two pulse coce the replon between the pulses 

is »»Iso •» possible region for conpTison with the pulse regions..    As indicated 

by numbers 2 and " in that region in ft.gr 4c, d, And e, the vnrious combinitlons 

possible, together with the corresponding dlfferontlntion time, d, »»nd fiitt 

ste^e delny time, d,. «re piven In Fig. A. 

(a) 

T'-**—T« 

2    3 

I- gr 

(b) 

(e) 

(«0 

4   =': 

\ 4 

Mi-nisLiTl; f« 

if« ♦ x 

I« ♦ X 

te) 2  lzz}-\      I 
•SI  4.  T 

FIO. 4 Une-stig* selector or decoder• Voltag« cosparisJE polntg: different!.-♦!: 
time, d, and delay time. d.v pulse separation, x,  tec. 
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Thrt thetc values of delny lines «ill work AS Riven enn be confiroed lor 

dmwlnR coincidence din^rnne elmllnr to YIR. 1« with proper regnrd 'io the 
si^n of the varloue voltwre cooponenta.    It nhould be noticed thnt other wnve 

form» thnn the desired two pil«ke code tend to be pneoed in each of the caeee 

Riven Above, but nil of these other fonae nre dlscriinlmted "enlnet ae to 

efficient use of energy.   Any proposed decoder should be oonsidered critically 

with regard to its tendency toward pnnsing other wave form. 

Corresponding to the two-stnge pulse»length selector In a similar way, Is 

a two-stnge decoder, which conpftres four voltages during pulses with four 

voltages in the adjncent time regions, taking the difference between pairs, 

one pulse point end one no-pulse point.    In principle, »t least, these points 

of conpnrison «*y be distributed as desired, but some arrangements ere more 

convenient find desimble thnn others ^   Other factors air.» influence the 
particular comparison pattern used in a given case.    With regard to receiver 

noiie no difference would be expected between any of these arrangements.    Some 

of the possible conbinntions with the corresponding delay times are given in 

3 456 

» 4 9 1 

2«-y'e4«-x-#6       8 

d 41 A
8 

l"^ 4T« t" 

jn Jff" gr« ♦ at 

T" &" * 7 gr- ♦ »♦ y 

f* IT« ♦ y *•♦* 

T" T-*y ar« ♦ x ♦ y 

Flo, 5.   fwo-nvngs selector of decoderj comparison points» delay times d, 4., 
rnd d^.    Separation of pulse groups x nnd y 

si"? * 



The extenolon of thens sane concepts to any desired muober of Btnfpe 

follows the srnae pattern as the extension fron one to two stages, thpt la 

front two-pulse code to four-pulne code* It is also possihle to ^Ive certain 

pulsen more welflht In the code than others. Vor example, the form of Vig. 6d 

nay he modified so that a elngle pulse of length T" gee In the center of the 

code has the weight of hoth points 4 and 5 In that code. The corresponding 

delay times are« d « T", d, • Sff" ♦ yt d ■ T" + y. In selectlni: the type 

of comparison pattern to he used in a given application, code types "b and c 

of Klg. 5 should he favored hecause of greater freedom from simpler wave forms 

which alao tend to he pasned hy the decoder. 

?.aftdvi<flh Cpuflifteptiom. 

The fundamental limitation on the selectivity that can he achieved lay the 

addition of core pulse-length selector st^ee In the practical case cones 
from handwldth 11ml tat lone.    The "bandwidth «\lone has some pulse length selection 

properties.    The narrower the bandwidth the longer the pulac that is favored. 
The minimum algnal pownr dincemihle in the presence of certain kinds of inter- 

ference Is improved hy having the receiver "bandwidth slightly wider than 
optimut.    M the sane tine the operation relative to receiver noise is not 

appreciably worse for 1-f bandvldths equal to about twice the reciprocal of 

the pulse length.   Also in thin case tuning is not <{uite as critical.   The 

recommended i-f brvndwidth for pulse length T sec is therefore» 

B • 2/T 

In the section on multiple pulee decoding it was pointed out that the single- 
btage pulne-length selector wap equivalent to * two-wine decoder In which the 

first and second halves of the pulse noted as the pulses of a two-julse code 

separated hy sero time«     The bandwidth should be the nrs» an if there were a 
separation of these two pulses into a real two-pulse code.   Likewise, the 

multiple-stage pulse-length selectors nhould be considered the seme in regard 

to bandwidth as the corresponding decoder*   The n-stage pulse-length selector 

corresponds to a 2n-pulse decoder.   The 1-f bandwidth for the n-stage jxilse- 

length selector should correspond to a pulse l/2r as long as the selected 

pulse length,   therefore, in geneml the 1-f bandwidth, B^, for an n-stage 

selsctor or decoder should bei 
-U ♦ 1) 

B    m * s  

*   See K.L. Report Bo. 915. 
91?-« 
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The video banavrldth should be wide erou"h th^t the video circuits prortuc© 

no diBtortlon cf the pulnen pas«ed by the 1-f wnpiifler.      This mepn» that 

pulse delny lines and pjaplifler or selector circuits should be nt'least at 

broadband as the i-f wnpllfier, preferably broader.     The reason for this 

requirement is nore easily seen In the rase of the «ultlple pulse decoder than 

in the selector.   Equation (l) and the succeeding diccusslon «how that th» 

output nt a Riven Instant of the one sta^e selector depends on the voltaße 

Infornation fror, four points of time, tvo during the palee and two In the 

neighboring noise.    The number of points used slvultaneounly /toes up by a 

factor of two for each additional selector stage added.      If these points 

lose their independent characterr as by video narrowing, then corresponding 

stages of the selector lose their function as the differences upon lAiich they 

depend for their selection no longer exist.     This is evident on an X-neope 

by the slallarlty of pulses of different (original) length after video narroyinc. 

III.    H&CTICAL OKB-STAGE lULSE-USHOTH SELECTOR 

To reduce the Interference In the AHt-13 receiver a one-stage pulse- 

length selector was built.   The oircult dla^rPE with constants is given In 

Vir« ^»     The operation In essentially ae described in Section   II A. 

The problem was to pass pulses three microseconds long and to reject, «s 

far as poBBlblek nil other pulses re/rardles« of thulr signal amplitude.    The 

rise nnd '«11 tine of the received r-f pulnes WHS approximately 0.5 ueec. 

The hwidwldth of the video circuits    and delay lines in accordance with 

Section D, wps made wide enough to pass the 0.5 user, rise and *«11 with 

inappreciable distortion.   The delay time, d., was 3 usec     The differentiation 

tlnec d, was 1,5 usec using a shorted line of one-way delay of 0.75 ttnec. 

The yprform^Re of the One-stage Selector. 

The pulne pass charpcteristlc of the one-stage A1X-13 selector Is given 

in Fig. 6.      In most application« it is desirable to see the weak signals.    In 

this case it is necessary that the noicse be showing on the presentation. 

This requires a reasonably careful setting of both grid bias voltages.      It !■ 

recommended for the «Pke of naxlnun ^in to small signals that the bias be set 

at the "knee" of the gm curve» of Wg. 7,    It should be recognised, howsver, 

ttet thle It a oomprtmise.   Pigure 6 »hows t>»t off-length pulse« are reduced 

In amplitude by a factor of 5 compared to three u»eo pulses (of th» aaae 

»aturation amplitude).      If gre^tfr discrimination «gainst pulse» of the wrong 
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lea^th It desired the prldt should be hineed nenrer the cutoff       The theoretioul 
dlacueeloa was on the bnile of the output helng proportloiml to the voltftge on 

e^ch of the control rrlds of the coincidence tube when thnt Toltn^e **.* nhpve 

a certnln vnlue end sero If either rprld wns below thnt Talus,     'has no 

compromise was involfed in the theoretical dlceuselon.   ^he compromise cones 

from the lack of sharp cut-off In the coincidence tube characteristics. 

In order to Judge the performance of the selector and stretcher circuits 

photographs were taken of fPI and A-scope prenentfttion of the sifnals from a 
"0" band receiver not using the«© circuits and. then using the«..   The circuit 

given in Fig. 3 includes nwitches for changing from (l) normal presentation, 
(2) to selector output, or (?) stretched selector output for convenient 
comparison. 

Ir. 11*. 9A are photogrnphs of normal presentatlonj Sb, the stretched 

selector output, and 9c, the selector output.   The three rings appearing on 

the PH photographs are the three pip? appearing close together «t the beginning 

of the "A" sweep.   These signfIs are of 3 usec made by a range-coded beacon 

and appear at constpnt range.   The jp.maing from radrr sets causes the spiral 

petterns on the normal PH and the heavy apturated siRnnls on the A scope. This 
jamming was due to a variety of pulse transmitters, sparking commutators, 

and other sources which were not known.    In genernl the puls« length of this 

jamming was greater than 3 usec.   A slight amount wns at 3 usec and a slight 

amount less than ? ueec.    U will be noticed thpt the >omlng is greatljr 

reduced by the use of the selector« also that the ground signals clo^e into 

the center of the 1*1 are less bothnrsone.   At the same tine the beroon signal« 

(the three rings) stand out much better in both the selector output >>nd the 

stretched selector output. 

B.   PlUlffliJAlaa r'nMWrt9red wUh tht Pftln^-^ngth Sokctgr» 

The length of the limited portion of high amplitude pulses passed by the 

receiver circuits before the selector is a function of the signal emplltude 

before limiting. This merns thrt Intense signals are "spread- to longer 

pulses at the input of the selector «nd conseqiuently m»\y be completely rejected 

if the «irnals are sufficiently intense.  It is recommended that methods to 

combat this pulse spreading be employed in the receiver if signals of widely 

differing amplitude are to be passed at one setting of the receiver gain. 
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C,    Hotea on the Coincl^pce Tuta n^d the Del&y Una« Uwed, 

1, Co^ngtdence Tul)^, The requirement« of the colncldenc« tube nrt that 

there itust be two ftrlde in the tube which nre cspftble of controlling pint« 
a» 

current,     It is nocesRAry for the proper operation of the coincidence circuit 

that ef.ch grid have equal control on the pl»te current over the entire itrid 

voltage or «athematically that («n-i) '«i ■ ^«3^ ^^V    In *h* circuit of 
fig. 3 Vg   « Vg .   The Western Vlectric type 6AS6 vacuum tub« was selected 

for this function.   The 6A.S6 and 6 K5 have similar eharacterlttics »nd the 

size with the exception that the 6AS6 has a tight «uppreseor grid lg_) i*»Jch 
3 

is brought out to a pin.   This grid has a transconductance curve which closely 
Batches that of (g.) when V   •» 75 volts and V     • 105 volte,, and therefore I P g2 
makes an excellent coincident tube for video frequennies.   See Fig. 7 for 

transconductance curves of g. and g- of the 6W56. 

2. Delay Li^ep.       Although it in possible to use transmission lines 

(delay lines) which pre of the distributed machine-wound variety, providing 

th»lr specifications meet thope renuired, it wot easier to build so-called 

lumped lines fron standard inductors and capacitors-    The design formula, and 
network pattern for the delay line and differentiating delay line are shown 

in Fig. 8ft.»    In case of the differentiating line, the loss down the line 
«md back must be kept small so that the amplitude of a reflected step wave 

cancels, as n^rly as possible,, the latter part of the incoming step wr>v«. 

In case of the delay line, the lose down the line is not too important^ as the 

non-delayod differentiated wave any be reduced in amplitude to mntch tbm 

delayed differentiated wave at the coincidence tube. 

In order to stretch the coincidence pulse to its original length, a pulse 

forming line (of a design worked out by Ouillemin for modulators) was used. 

This line hrs the property of storing energy during the coincidence pulse, 
then releasing this energy over the required length of time.   Design formla 

nnd circuit are shown in Fig, 8b, 

In both types of lines it may be necessary to place damping resistor« 

of vnlue of Zo to 22c in parallel with the first nnd last inductance sections 

of the line in order to damp out the transients set up by the square wav«s. 

k compromise mast usually be reached between the number of sections used 

nnd the time of ris« and delay •xp«>ct«d from the line. 

R, M. A8U7 
L K« Uhmt 
D«c«Bber 1, 1945 
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